Help ensure optimal eye health.

Vision can be an integral part of overall health coverage. We’re making UnitedHealthcare vision even more valuable with expanded benefits for children.

A flexible plan option.
Vision benefits from UnitedHealthcare give your employees:
• An expanded pediatric vision benefit.
• Access to a large network of eye-health providers.
• Integrated services that check for serious medical conditions.
• Freedom to choose treatment options and eyewear.

A customizable provider network.
Our network includes private practices and retail providers, and extends to more than 90,000 access points across the country. We can even customize our provider network to help meet your needs.

How important is vision coverage?
In a study, 84 percent of people said a vision plan is very or somewhat important to them.

A broad pediatric vision benefit.
A child’s vision may change frequently during their school years, affecting academic and sports performance.
• The UnitedHealthcare Children’s Eye Care Program includes coverage for a second eye exam each plan year for members up to age 13 — at no additional premium cost, standard copays apply.
• Employees have coverage for a new pair of glasses (frames and lenses) for a covered child up to age 13 at no additional premium cost if the vision prescription changes .5 diopter or greater in a plan year. (A diopter is the unit used to measure the optical power of the lens an eye requires.) Standard copays apply.
• Polycarbonate lenses for dependent children are also available at no additional cost.
• Education about important children’s eye health topics is available online.
Allowances and discounts to help reduce members’ out-of-pocket costs.

- **Flexible frame coverage** – A frame allowance fully covers many popular frames. For frames that cost more than the allowance, a discount may be applied to the overage, further reducing out-of-pocket costs.

- **Popular lens options** – High-index lenses, anti-reflective coatings and more are offered at a discount. Standard scratch-resistant coating is included at no charge.

- **Broad contact lens benefits** – Fitting and evaluation fees for many popular brands of disposable and planned replacement contacts are covered in full after applicable copayments. Up to 2 follow-up visits are also covered. For contact lenses not covered in our plan, employees can apply their allowance to the purchase of the contacts of their choice. Savings are also available throughout our online discount ordering program.

- **Laser vision correction** – Your employees have access to laser vision correction procedures at a discount through our partnerships with the Laser Vision Network of America and LasikPlus® Vision Centers.

- **Preferred pricing on hearing aids** – Employees can purchase quality, digital hearing aids starting at $649 each through Hi HealthInnovations®. The hearing aids use advanced technology to enhance speech understanding and comfort.

Easy access to providers and vision information.

Employees can visit myuhcvision.com to access the provider locator, get door-to-door directions, print a vision ID card, find answers to questions and more. This way, they don’t have to come to you for information.

Further your employees’ overall health with vision benefits.

UnitedHealthcare Vision provides your employees with additional coverage that may contribute to their overall health and help save them money.

---

*Benefit applies to frame or contact lenses. Frame discounts do not apply when prohibited by frame manufacturer.

1 UnitedHealthcare point of service data report, June 2018.


UnitedHealthcare vision coverage provided by or through UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company, located in Hartford, Connecticut, UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company of New York, located in Islandia, New York, or their affiliates. Administrative services provided by Spectera, Inc., United HealthCare Services, Inc. or their affiliates. Plans sold in Texas use policy form number VPOL.06.TX or VPOL.13.TX and associated COC form number VCOC.INT.06.TX or VCOC.CER.13.TX. Plans sold in Virginia use policy form number VPOL.06.VA or VPOL.13.VA and associated COC form number VCOC.INT.06.VA or VCOC.CER.13.VA. This policy has exclusions, limitations and terms under which the policy may be continued in force or discontinued. For costs and complete details of the coverage, contact either your broker or the company.

The Hi HealthInnovations® hearing program is provided through UnitedHealthcare, offered to existing members of certain products underwritten or provided by UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or its affiliates to provide specific hearing aid discounts. This is not an insurance nor managed care product, and fees or charges for services in excess of those defined in program materials are the member’s responsibility. UnitedHealthcare does not endorse or guarantee hearing aid products/services available through the hearing program. This program may not be available in all states or for all group sizes. Components subject to change.

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Insurance coverage provided by or through UnitedHealthcare Insurance Company or its affiliates. Administrative services provided by United HealthCare Services, Inc. or their affiliates.